 
The Future of Zero Trust and SASE is Now! Watch on-demand
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   Why Netskope  Changing the way networking and security work together.
 Highest in Execution. Furthest in Vision.
 Netskope recognized as a Leader in the 2023 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Security Service Edge.
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   Our Customers  Netskope serves more than 3,000 customers worldwide including more than 25 of the Fortune 100
 We help our customers to be Ready for Anything
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	Why Netskope
   Our Partners  We partner with security leaders to help you secure your journey to the cloud.
 Netskope’s partner-centric go-to-market strategy enables our partners to maximize their growth and profitability while transforming enterprise security.
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   Netskope One Platform  Netskope One is a converged security and network as a service platform.
 Your Network of Tomorrow
 Plan your path toward a faster, more secure, and more resilient network designed for the applications and users that you support.
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   Netskope One Platform Features  Netskope One powers greater business agility with lightning speed and dependable resilience.
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   NewEdge  NewEdge is the world’s largest, highest-performing security private cloud.
 Embrace a Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) architecture
 Netskope NewEdge is the world’s largest, highest-performing security private cloud and provides customers with unparalleled service coverage, performance and resilience.
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   Technology Partners & Integrations  Netskope partners with the strongest companies in enterprise technology.
 Netskope Cloud Exchange
 The Netskope Cloud Exchange (CE) provides customers with powerful integration tools to leverage investments across their security posture.
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   Security Service Edge Products  Protect against advanced and cloud-enabled threats and safeguard data across all vectors.
 The platform of the future is Netskope
 Intelligent Security Service Edge (SSE), Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB), Cloud Firewall, Next Generation Secure Web Gateway (SWG), and Private Access for ZTNA built natively into a single solution to help every business on its journey to Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) architecture.
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   Secure Access Service Edge  Netskope SASE provides a cloud-native, fully-converged and single-vendor SASE solution.
 Designing a SASE Architecture For Dummies
 Get your complimentary copy of the only guide to SASE design you’ll ever need.
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   Network Transformation  Achieve agility and efficiency through digital transformation.
 Make the move to market-leading cloud security services with minimal latency and high reliability.
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   Frameworks  Embrace the regulatory frameworks shaping cybersecurity.
 Zero trust solutions for SSE and SASE deployments
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	Solutions
   Government and Industries  Netskope helps the largest agencies and enterprises in the world secure their journey to the cloud.
 Netskope achieves FedRAMP High Authorization
 Choose Netskope GovCloud to accelerate your agency’s transformation.
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   Resources  Learn more about how Netskope can help you secure your journey to the cloud.
 Security Visionaries Podcast
 Elections, Disinformation, and Security
This episode takes a look at aspects of election security around voter registration and physical controls at polling places.
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   Blog  Learn how Netskope enables security and networking transformation through security service edge (SSE)
 Latest Blogs
 Read how Netskope can enable the Zero Trust and SASE journey through security service edge (SSE) capabilities.
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   Events and Workshops  Stay ahead of the latest security trends and connect with your peers.
 SASE Week 2023: Your SASE journey starts now!
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 Supporting sustainability through data security
 Netskope is proud to participate in Vision 2045: an initiative aimed to raise awareness on private industry’s role in sustainability.
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   Leadership  Our leadership team is fiercely committed to doing everything it takes to make our customers successful.
 Thinkers, builders, dreamers, innovators. Together, we deliver cutting-edge cloud security solutions to help our customers protect their data and people.
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   Customer Solutions  We are here for you and with you every step of the way, ensuring your success with Netskope.
 Netskope’s talented and experienced Professional Services team provides a prescriptive approach to your successful implementation.
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   Training and Certification  Netskope training will help you become a cloud security expert.
 Secure your digital transformation journey and make the most of your cloud, web, and private applications with Netskope training.
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 Highest in Execution. Furthest in Vision.
 Netskope recognized as a Leader in the 2023 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Security Service Edge.
 Get the report 




 We help our customers to be Ready for Anything

 See our customers 




 Netskope’s partner-centric go-to-market strategy enables our partners to maximize their growth and profitability while transforming enterprise security.
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	 Netskope One Platform  Netskope One is a converged security and network as a service platform.

	 Netskope One Platform Features  Netskope One powers greater business agility with lightning speed and dependable resilience.

	 NewEdge  NewEdge is the world’s largest, highest-performing security private cloud.

	 Technology Partners & Integrations  Netskope partners with the strongest companies in enterprise technology.
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 Your Network of Tomorrow
 Plan your path toward a faster, more secure, and more resilient network designed for the applications and users that you support.
 Get the white paper 




 Introducing the Netskope One Platform
 Netskope One is a cloud-native platform that offers converged security and networking services to enable your SASE and zero trust transformation.
 Learn about Netskope One 




 Embrace a Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) architecture
 Netskope NewEdge is the world’s largest, highest-performing security private cloud and provides customers with unparalleled service coverage, performance and resilience.
 Learn about NewEdge 




 Netskope Cloud Exchange
 The Netskope Cloud Exchange (CE) provides customers with powerful integration tools to leverage investments across their security posture.
 Learn about Cloud Exchange 








	 Security Service Edge Products  Protect against advanced and cloud-enabled threats and safeguard data across all vectors.

	 Borderless SD-WAN  Confidently provide secure, high-performance access to every remote user, device, site, and cloud.

	 Secure Access Service Edge  Netskope SASE provides a cloud-native, fully-converged and single-vendor SASE solution.
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 The platform of the future is Netskope
 Intelligent Security Service Edge (SSE), Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB), Cloud Firewall, Next Generation Secure Web Gateway (SWG), and Private Access for ZTNA built natively into a single solution to help every business on its journey to Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) architecture.
 Go to Products Overview 




 Next Gen SASE Branch is hybrid — connected, secured, and automated
 Netskope Next Gen SASE Branch converges Context-Aware SASE Fabric, Zero-Trust Hybrid Security, and SkopeAI-powered Cloud Orchestrator into a unified cloud offering, ushering in a fully modernized branch experience for the borderless enterprise.
 Learn about Next Gen SASE Branch 




 Designing a SASE Architecture For Dummies
 Get your complimentary copy of the only guide to SASE design you’ll ever need.
 Get the eBook 








	 Network Transformation  Achieve agility and efficiency through digital transformation.

	 Security modernization  Meet the security challenges of today and tomorrow.

	 Frameworks  Embrace the regulatory frameworks shaping cybersecurity.

	 Government and Industries  Netskope helps the largest agencies and enterprises in the world secure their journey to the cloud.
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 Go to Industries Overview

 Make the move to market-leading cloud security services with minimal latency and high reliability.

 Learn about NewEdge 




 Safely enable the use of generative AI applications with application access control, real-time user coaching, and best-in-class data protection.

 Learn how we secure generative AI use 




 Zero trust solutions for SSE and SASE deployments

 Learn about Zero Trust 




 Netskope achieves FedRAMP High Authorization
 Choose Netskope GovCloud to accelerate your agency’s transformation.
 Learn about Netskope GovCloud 








	 Resources  Learn more about how Netskope can help you secure your journey to the cloud.

	 Blog  Learn how Netskope enables security and networking transformation through security service edge (SSE)

	 Events and Workshops  Stay ahead of the latest security trends and connect with your peers.

	 Security Defined  Everything you need to know in our cybersecurity encyclopedia.
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 Security Visionaries Podcast
 Elections, Disinformation, and Security
This episode takes a look at aspects of election security around voter registration and physical controls at polling places.
 Play the podcast 




 Latest Blogs
 Read how Netskope can enable the Zero Trust and SASE journey through security service edge (SSE) capabilities.
 Read the blog 




 SASE Week 2023: Your SASE journey starts now!
 Replay sessions from the fourth annual SASE Week.
 Explore sessions 




 What is Security Service Edge?
 Explore the security side of SASE, the future of network and protection in the cloud.
 Learn about Security Service Edge 








	 Company  We help you stay ahead of cloud, data, and network security challenges.

	 Leadership  Our leadership team is fiercely committed to doing everything it takes to make our customers successful.

	 Customer Solutions  We are here for you and with you every step of the way, ensuring your success with Netskope.

	 Training and Certification  Netskope training will help you become a cloud security expert.
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	 Netskope Security Cloud Introductory Online Technical Training
	 Netskope Security Cloud Operation and Administration (NSCO&A)
	 Netskope Security Cloud Implementation and Integration (NSCI&I)
	 Netskope Cloud Security Certification Program

 Netskope Training

 Supporting sustainability through data security
 Netskope is proud to participate in Vision 2045: an initiative aimed to raise awareness on private industry’s role in sustainability.
 Find out more 




 Thinkers, builders, dreamers, innovators. Together, we deliver cutting-edge cloud security solutions to help our customers protect their data and people.

 Meet our team 




 Netskope’s talented and experienced Professional Services team provides a prescriptive approach to your successful implementation.

 Learn about Professional Services 




 Secure your digital transformation journey and make the most of your cloud, web, and private applications with Netskope training.

 Learn about Training and Certifications 
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 Reduce cost and complexity with the power of one.
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 Protect people and data anywhere they go, no matter what.
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 01
 6 Zero Trust Use Cases for Netskope One, a Unified SASE Platform
      eBook 




 02
 Netskope Real-time Threat Protection and AV-TEST Results
      Read blog 




 03
 4 Ways Generative AI Will Impact CISOs and Their Teams
      Read Gartner report 




 04
 SASE Week 2023 
On-Demand
      Register 







  

Highest in Execution. 
Furthest in Vision.
Netskope recognized as a Leader in the 2023 Gartner® Magic QuadrantTM for SSE
 
The Gartner 2023 Magic Quadrant for Security Service Edge (SSE) describes vendors positioned to drive success across the complete security stack needed for Secure Access Service Edge (SASE). SSE successfully modernizes your technology architecture by converging Web Proxy (SWG), ZTNA, CASB, and DLP into one, powerful, high-performing solution.

 Get the report


 








What we do




We help you stay ahead of cloud, data, and network security challenges

Cloud transformation, hybrid work, cybersecurity risk, and operational efficiency have changed how security and connectivity need to work. Netskope sees and understands these changes and works with you to protect and empower people and data anywhere they go, no matter what.



 




 










Secure and accelerate web and cloud access


 




Fast, reliable, and safe access to web and cloud apps from any device or location

 Learn about Next Gen SWG

 










Evolve beyond legacy VPN


 




Modern, high-performance zero trust access to private applications

 Learn about ZTNA Next

 










Simplify & redefine data protection


 




AI and ML-powered data protection that uses context for better security

 Learn about Zero Trust Data Protection

 










Modernize enterprise networking


 




Secure, optimized, and reliable connectivity for every site, cloud, remote user, or IoT device

 Learn about Borderless SD-WAN

 










Consolidate your security architecture


 




One easy-to-use cloud-native platform that is more efficient and cost-effective than legacy

 Simplify your operations



 




Fast, reliable, and safe access to web and cloud apps from any device or location

 Learn about Next Gen SWG 

 




Modern, high-performance zero trust access to private applications

 Learn about ZTNA Next 

 




AI and ML-powered data protection that uses context for better security

 Learn about Zero Trust Data Protection 

 




Secure, optimized, and reliable connectivity for every site, cloud, remote user, or IoT device

 Learn about Borderless SD-WAN 

 




One easy-to-use cloud-native platform that is more efficient and cost-effective than legacy

 Simplify your operations 







  
How We Do It




Introducing 
   Netskope One
Solve your SASE and Zero Trust transformation challenges with one platform.
 
Netskope One is a cloud-native platform that offers converged security and networking services to enable your Secure Access Services Edge (SASE) and Zero Trust transformation. Using its patented Zero Trust Engine, Intelligent Security Services Edge (SSE) components, and the NewEdge network, Netskope One makes it easy for you to defend your business and protect your valuable data while delivering a phenomenal user experience.

 Netskope One Zero Trust Engine


 

   Play video 







Customer Success




 We help our customers be ready for anything
Netskope helps customers reduce risk, accelerate performance, and get unrivaled visibility into any cloud, web, and private application activity.

 Go to customers



Protecting mission-critical data across Queensland
 
The Royal Flying Doctor Service leverages the advanced security capabilities of the Netskope Next Gen Secure Web Gateway (SWG) to protect mission-critical data for staff spread across Queensland.

 Go to customers


Securing a Perimeterless Organization
 
How to architect security to enable the organization to realize the full benefits of cloud applications.

 Go to customers


Ensuring Secure Use of Safe Cloud Apps
 
Taking a proactive approach to data security with the Netskope Security Cloud platform.

 Go to customers


Hospital IT Team Gets “More Sleep and More Smiles”
 
An internationally-recognized hospital partnered with Netskope to enhance data security, dramatically overhaul its DLP effectiveness to reach zero false positives, better equip its remote workforce, and achieve the all-too-rare balance of making things easy and secure.

 Go to customers


Delivering a Secure Cloud Experience
 
Embracing the strength of unified Netskope Security Cloud platform for its hybrid IT remote-work environment, CARE Ratings enabled their users to access all the apps they needed as soon as they turned on their systems.

 Go to customers


A Better Prognosis for a National Healthcare Organization
 
A national healthcare organization was challenged to protect large amounts of personal health information (PHI) across multiple tenants of O365, address widespread use of cloud apps, and prevent the risks of Shadow IT and unauthorized web access.

 Go to customers




 "We have nurses and clinicians in very remote communities, and they need to be able to work digitally from wherever they are. So, we have unique challenges in providing connectivity and security for their data."
 Adam Carey
 Digital Infrastructure Program Manager, Royal Flying Doctor Service


The Royal Flying Doctor Service leverages the advanced security capabilities of the Netskope Next Gen Secure Web Gateway (SWG) to protect mission-critical data for staff spread across Queensland.

      Read their story 

 “Netskope enables us to meet our employees’ expectations of an optimal user experience (better than the one they get on their own home IT) in the safest possible manner.”
 Neil Binnie
 Group Head of Information Security and Compliance at Morgan Sindall


How to architect security to enable the organization to realize the full benefits of cloud applications.

      Read their story 

 "We wanted to be proactive about stopping threats before they occur. With the Netskope client, we can constantly monitor alerts and incidents. And the data protection provides automatic notification of any exposure of personally identifiable information.”
 Tarun Trivedi
 Senior Information Security Manager, Waubonsee Community College


Taking a proactive approach to data security with the Netskope Security Cloud platform.

      Read their story 

 "Before, we could never be 100%. We couldn’t say that to our auditors or say with confidence that all patient data was prevented from flowing into Dropbox. We also couldn’t give users the flexibility of using apps for non-sensitive transfers. Rarely do we have a security solution like this that can make things so easy and secure.”
 Head of IT Security
 Internationally Recognized Hospital


An internationally-recognized hospital partnered with Netskope to enhance data security, dramatically overhaul its DLP effectiveness to reach zero false positives, better equip its remote workforce, and achieve the all-too-rare balance of making things easy and secure.

      Read their story 

 “We identified more than 600 applications that were being accessed within the CARE Ratings setup. With Netskope’s application and risk awareness, we have been able to tighten access restrictions, based on the risk of the apps themselves and the role-based profiles of the users accessing them.”
 A. Shiju Rawther
 Chief Information & Technology Officer at CARE Ratings


Embracing the strength of unified Netskope Security Cloud platform for its hybrid IT remote-work environment, CARE Ratings enabled their users to access all the apps they needed as soon as they turned on their systems.

      Read their story 

 “Netskope has the fuller SSE feature-set, meeting our requirements.” “With Netskope we have the ability to effectively perform real-time Tenant Restrictions for both internal owned O365 tenants and external tenants.”
 Systems Architect
 Large Enterprise Healthcare Company


A national healthcare organization was challenged to protect large amounts of personal health information (PHI) across multiple tenants of O365, address widespread use of cloud apps, and prevent the risks of Shadow IT and unauthorized web access.

      Read their story 






  
Analyst Reports




Trusted by the 
   industry's 
leading authorities

 Whether you’re looking for advice on SASE, SSE, or how to solve very specific challenges, industry analysts like Gartner, IDC, and others offer sound advice.
 Analyst reports



 2023 Gartner Magic Quadrant for Security Service Edge
      Get the report 

 2023 Gartner® Critical Capabilities for Security Service Edge
      Get the report 

 Gartner Market Guide for Single-Vendor SASE
      Get the report 




  
Partners




Netskope 
   partners
We partner with leaders across the security industry to help customers secure their journey to the cloud.

 Go to Partners


 






Products & Solutions




Secure your digital 
   transformation

 Work with a strategic partner you can trust and a community you can rely on while staying ahead of changes to drive productivity and business growth.




 Products
 The Netskope Intelligent SSE helps you reduce risk, accelerate performance, and provide unrivaled visibility into any cloud, web, and private application activity.
      Go to products 


 Solutions
 Thousands of customers, including more than 25 of the Fortune 100, trust Netskope to address evolving threats, new risks, technology shifts, organizational and network changes, and new regulatory requirements.
      Go to solutions 


 Resources
 Get a deeper understanding of how you can be ready for anything on your SASE journey with the SSE that’s defining how cloud and data security should work.
      Go to resources 





   Accelerate your security program with the SASE Leader

 Get Started
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